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JONETTE – OPENING COMMENTS 

Yes, it's Halloween, but it's Class 8. It's always my favorite, favorite class, except it's gonna be hard to 

beat the last two. We are just in the stratosphere in terms of what we're accomplishing and seeing and 

feeling, or not feeling but accomplishing. I think last time, there wasn't that much to feel or see. So next 

week, no MARK class. Then the following week, November 14th, we will have our first class. So this 

has been Healing Mind. Next eight classes are Healing Body, multidimensional healing of the body. So 

you know it's not the normal kind of healing, because this Mind one certainly has been anything but 

normal, whatever normal is in the multidimensions. That product will be ready to buy by the end of the 

week. It's been wonderful to see you all, the ones I got to see in the Netherlands and in Sweden. So 

thank you, thank you, again, because it was just so good for my soul, my heart, mind body soul. 

 

On this Wednesday, in two days, I'm going to have a Facebook Live. It's a free thing on my Facebook 

page, and it's my monthly Consciousness Update. The topic is going to be "Karma is Cut Away". I was 

meditating on the fact that we're doing this Facebook Live on what's called All Souls Day, and all of a 

sudden, I saw all of our ancestors kind of cheering us on. And I realized that we and MARK have been 

doing this with this Mind, cutting away the mental constructs from our ancestors. But we're also carrying 

a lot of their karma. So I believe that this month is really a lot of clearing away. Our Facebook live 

update is on Wednesday at this same time, noon, Denver time. 

 

I'm going to talk about what I feel in consciousness for the month of November and what's coming up. 

And what is coming up next is the November 8th total lunar eclipse. That's our second trilogy 

activation. Usually when astrologers talk about the influence of an eclipse, they talk about darkness and 

shadows, and that which is underneath being seen. And that's all very much a part of what's cracking 

open with this eclipse for our trilogy activation. But I'm seeing what's also very important isn't the 

shadows, but obviously the alignment that creates a total lunar eclipse, which is the sun on one side, 

the earth in the middle, and the moon on the other side. I'm seeing that alignment is somehow 

activating our pineal gland in a way I have never seen before. It just kind of popped up in the last week 

that the pineal gland is opening to an even more multidimensional level. So that's going to be our 

activation for our Tuesday trilogy a week from tomorrow. Most of you subscribe, but if you haven't 

subscribed to all three of them, consider it and listen to the first one first before Tuesday. I always give 

as much as I possibly can. Okay, I think that's it. So dear ones, this is Class 8 of Multidimensional 

Healing: Mind. 
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MARK: ONE WITH GRACE 

 

Welcome Phenoms. This is MARK.  

 

We've called you many things and we have called you phenomenal. But you truly are Phenoms and we 

want you to remember that. 

 

The ice breaking that is happening now is immense. Like an ice cutter in the Arctic, you are plowing 

through that which is heavy, frozen, and dense, and you are doing it not with the power of strength or 

the power of swords, which is the power of the old times - you are doing it with the softness of 

consciousness. Today we bring together many forces of healing, many multidimensional forces, layers, 

frequencies, tones and songs and symphonies, into the mind of You and into the collective mind to not 

only do a healing, but now a reconnection, a reorganization of mind from how it's been frozen, to how it 

can move into creation. So we ask you to open your new mind. 

 

Be sure your body is along for this ride. As we found last time, much of your mind is not in your head 

but in all of your cells. 

 

Connect to your mind throughout your body. Until you find you're in a different state of being perhaps a 

slightly different perspective than you usually know. 

 

You feel a looseness, yet a presence in your being. Please don't escape out into the cosmos quite yet. 

 

We invite you to be what we've called "holographically centered". It means you're centered not just in 

your heart or in your mind, but you're centered everywhere. 

 

Now perhaps revisit how we felt at the end of last time, where you are clear and free of the mind 

patterns of your past and of the past of your ancestors, the past of the collective. Revisit again being 

clear, free, and present. 

 

Now dear ones, your minds are ready to reach up, to reach out - outside of the field that you've been 

operating into or through, into the multidimensional frequencies that have been invisible until now. It 

may feel like a download and may feel as if you are uploading your entire self into a field of 

consciousness that you knew existed but you couldn't quite grasp. 

 

On this Halloween, this holy evening, you open to the frequencies, the patterns, the flows of creation. 

 

Now, let your hearts open. 

 

This may not be a smooth ride, because you are actually intending to open to principles, flows, 

creational constructs, that have never touched into your mind before. So there won't be much 

understanding and it might feel like a bumpy ride. If it is, you're doing it well. 
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Here's a hint. Don't search for something outside for some proof that you're with us. Let your 

awareness be in your great holographic mind. It's big, but it's focused with what you are. 

 

Let us explain a little bit what is happening. In the past, humanity has used Mind to interpret energy 

flows, interpret frequencies, put a thought around what those frequencies mean. Maybe they mean 

danger, maybe they mean love, maybe they mean anger. Put energy or thoughts around the 

frequencies, then put words around the thoughts. Then once the thoughts have words on them, they 

become "truth". There are all these things of truth that are basically solidified energies and frequencies, 

that gives humanity very little room to maneuver through these boulders. What you are doing with 

multi-dimensional healing of the mind is opening these locked places that you think of as truth, 

reality, and giving you back the frequency, the flow, the apparatus of your mind, to be with that 

which is not solid, not concrete, but the way the universe operates, which is loosely, fluidly, and 

in frequencies. So that's what we're doing. If you feel bumps, it's because your mind still wants to find 

the boulders that are "truth", that are solid, that are immutable. And there are no immutable truths in 

this cosmic mind that you are lifting into. 

 

If you feel like your mind is all over the place, well done. 

 

Once you open to this upload of frequencies, movement, creation that's been invisible to you, you may 

feel a body shift that, all of a sudden, there's a deeper level of relaxation. So that's what we're waiting 

for, this shift of acceptance that means you are in or open to this greater flow of mind. 

 

Find a stillness now where you're not searching, but your beingness is something new and clean and 

open. 

 

And now intend to open to what we have called the Mind of God. 

 

You might find a relaxing and easing of all thoughts, of all mind, that is not congruent with this vast 

Mind of God. So there's an easing now. 

 

There's a sense of forgiveness that everything is forgiven. There is a sense of grace. 

 

You and Grace are one. 

 

Grace heals like nothing else. 

 

Let yourself begin to identify not with being healed by grace, but by being Grace itself. 

 

Experience now on the wings of Grace, the oneness of mind, the vastness of mind outside your head. 

 

Please let go of the things you think you need to fix in your mind and you're thinking right now. Stay 

vast.  

 

This drives your personality crazy. 
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You're doing phenomenally in "not doing". 

 

In this Mind of God there is freedom, there is joy, there is grace. What is clearly missing is a sense of 

right and wrong. 

 

Enjoy the ecstasy of being outside the realms of right and wrong. 

 

You're probably feeling this state of mind affecting your body. You may be feeling warm or different 

sensations in your body as your body continues to release toxic mind. 

 

This mind set-up that you are holding now, or maybe we shouldn't say set-up but unset-up mind, has 

access to a frequency pool that is missing in the mental constructs of most of humanity. So as you hold 

this gateway to mind for Grace open, you are a Phenom, a phenomenal channel for these spaces into 

the human construct of mind. Feel yourself as a channel between this highest world and the world of 

black and white, the world of toxicity in humanity, and not to do anything but just to be that open gate, 

that pathway into human consciousness of the space of grace you hold now. 

 

So now Phenoms, your mind is open to creation from spaces unknown to you before. Often you come 

to healing looking to rectify or reconstruct things broken from the past, but you have moved out of that 

timeline. Healing is just a backwards view on creation, creating not from what has been, but from what 

has never been - the Mind of God, Creator. 

 

For the next part of our journey together, be open. Follow your own stars. Follow your own inclination in 

the field, the space, that's open to all of us now. 

 

What does your mind want to create for you, for your family, for your countries? Feel the energy of it, 

not the burden. Feel the flow of it, not the constructs. 

 

Let your mind now be child-like in its immensity and imagination. 

 

See impossible outcomes. Let your new mind think in different patterns. 

 

Imagine your thinking and everyone's thinking infused with grace and clear from fear. 

 

Can't you feel how truly multidimensional you are when you let go of the mind in the way it's held you 

back, and you grasp grace and the Mind of God? Feel the potentiality of miracles from this space. 

 

As we've said before, once you've claimed these spaces, they're always accessible to you and you find 

them simply by giving yourself some quiet time and setting the intention. 

 

You are phenomenal and it is an honor to show you this. For now, we thank you. This is MARK. 
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Jonette: The way everybody's organized, their mind is really disorganized now, which is perfect. So 

let's just take a 10 minute break before we get into talking and thinking. Move around, get something to 

drink, and just notice how vast the spaces are. It might be uncomfortable because it's weird. 

 

Q&A: YOUR FUTURE LEAVES YOUR PAST 

 

MARK: Welcome again, this is MARK.  

 

Our next class working with the body will be imminently easier. Given the work you have done 

loosening your mind from your body, so much of what has become conflicted and permanent in your 

body is from the mind. So notice in the next two weeks when we are not meeting that your mind is 

looser, but also your body is beginning to respond more to cosmic principles, rather than the principles 

of polarity and the principles of cause and effect. Right now, your body is a teaching instrument, to tell 

you the effect of some of the causes that you have implanted in it. But as your consciousness moves 

outside of cause and effect, it moves your body into a space where it can respond more to creative 

mind, and therefore to miracles and is no longer limited by cause and effect. That will be part of our 

work in the next series. We will also work with embodying your body not just with consciousness, but 

into the field of Earth and Nature, the field of the world without human thinking. You have been 

disconnected. Your body has been disconnected from the natural cycles in so many ways, and a great 

deal of healing will take place as you bring back the natural flow of body into the greater consciousness 

and to the greater nature. 

 

We anticipate that you are going to begin to feel changes in your body even before we begin the class, 

and the changes may not always appear to be positive at first. You may find that all of a sudden, some 

old pain in your left hip acts up. Some of these will come up now so that you can put your higher 

intentionality, your higher consciousness, not your consciousness that says, "Oh darn, this is broken. 

What did I do wrong? How can I fix it?" So things may pop up to your awareness to have a different 

thought pattern around them. We don't promise that we will heal everything in your body, but we do 

promise that we can lift you into a state of consciousness where healing, wholeness and wellness are 

much more accessible to you in your journeys of awakening.  

 

We will now take questions on Mind, on the creation mind, on what we have done perhaps today, but in 

this entire series. 

 

Beate: Hi, dear MARK and Jonette. This was a wonderful meditation and then you talked about grace. 

Is grace the ability to receive?  

 

MARK: That's a very good question. Grace is much more than the ability to receive. The ability to 

receive is still in that world of giving and receiving, of movement back and forth, of contrast. Grace is 

that space beyond contrast. There's no giving or receiving, there is "isness". It feels like you receive, 

but it also feels like you give. So we'll say, the perspective of isness is grace. 

 

Most of you identify grace with receiving God's grace. As you move to that isness, it's not just 

receiving, it's being that Grace.  
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Jonette: MARK will also take questions on is some bigger picture things. Now Brenda pops up, she 

always has bigger picture questions.  

 

Brenda: I was going to ask about the Mind of God, and what us, as channels for this, into the field of 

humanity, what the potentials are? Just any elaboration on that extraordinarily expansive field of the 

Mind of God. 

 

MARK: The biggest difference, when you have opened yourself up to the Mind of God, is that it has no 

parameters, it has no transit routes into humanity. It has not defined how it moves into humanity. In that 

meditation, many of you probably felt not that the mind of God was opening down into you, but 

somehow you were levitating into this space, that had no boundaries that you were used to, that you've 

identified with. So the Mind of God as it channels through you or as it becomes you, and you are 

limitless, the potentials into humanity are instantaneous grace, instantaneous forgiveness, much more 

quick redemption from toxic thought patterns. That healing, even of disputes and feuds that have gone 

on for centuries between people can be rectified. There can be a coming together, where no possibility 

was seen before. Let us just say in short, that the moving more into, or opening to the mind of God, 

brings forth possibilities that could be seen, but were decided to be impossible before. How that begins 

to trickle into humanity, is up to humanity. It's up to people to be willing to forgive the past by being in 

the present, and therefore creating a future that is unlinked to the past. The reason humanity is linked 

to recreating issues from the past is because you don't live in the present. When you become 

channels of grace or channels of the mind of God, you have to be present. You are therefore 

unlinked from the limitations and the feuds in the darkness of the past. Your presence in the present is 

what will bring and can bring a phenomenal change in the human experience, and first of all, in your 

experience. Thank you for the question. 

 

Brenda: Thank you for the answer. 

 

MARK: Well, we give words. The answers are you. You are the answers. Thank you. 

 

Beate: Is my future when the past is healed? 

 

MARK: Your future is more in the realm of creation. You can create it from your intentions now. We're 

going to say, let go of healing the past. We use the word healing because it is a hot button for humanity 

but healing always keeps you in the past. And although we named this course healing, you notice 

almost all of our meditations were not focused on the past, but we're focused on gathering immensity. 

So, as you are present in the flow, that can only be now. There is no flow for the past. As you are 

present in the flow that is Now, your future leaves your past. 

 

Beate: Okay, now I get it. Thank you so much, MARK.  

 

Theresa: MARK said that we're creating from what has never been. So are those spaces that have 

never been, the spaces that MARK has taken us to? So are we creating from there? 
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MARK: Yes. The spaces we take you to are spaces beyond karma, they are beyond that which has 

been created. They are outside the cycle of healing, so we do take you. But first we have to change 

you, because you are perfect instruments for what has been. We keep trying to blow apart your 

perfection as instruments for what has been and to create openings in your instrumentation for what 

can be; and you're doing it. As you open to what can be, it is the impossible, the uncreated, that 

you move into. God lives in uncreation. You all have lived in the rectification of bad creation, so you 

are moving more into your God mind. It's a small step, but you're doing it - even though you don't know 

what to do with it, which is perfect, because anything you decide to do with the mind of God now is 

based on where you've been. That's why sometimes these journeys are a bit rocky, because we're 

taking you to nothing and your only predisposition is based on where you've been, of course. So there's 

so much need to just accept what you see or don't see in these journeys, because that acceptance 

closes down the mind that says, "Oh, but am I getting this?" or "Did I see that?", "Did I follow MARK?". 

All of that begins to become less important. We know that through this exploration, that which has not 

been created, that which is not even dared to be considered, may be opened into human 

consciousness. It is the time. 

 

Theresa: You know, because when you get to these spaces it's just so peaceful and there is no 

thought of creation, like you're wanting to. 

 

MARK: Yes, because in the beginning was the void. We have to get you to the void. We can't get you 

with your magic wand creating in the void now, because you would create only from the playbook that 

you are already have. So yes, you go for peace, you go for void, you go for the feeling of grace with 

nothing happening. You notice we keep you in nothingness most of the time and at the end, we said, 

OK, now run around and do what you think you should do in this space just to give your ego some 

sense that it accomplished something or it got it. But you're right, we are not letting you create - yet. 

 

Theresa: Okay, thanks for clarifying.  

 

Lynda: This question is in regard to the Soul Body Fusion class that Jonette ran in the Netherlands. I 

said this to her and I'd like some clarification or some more expansion on this. During the Soul Body 

Fusion, Jonette said, "Go into life itself". And I heard the words "into the seeds of creation", and I just 

thought, wow, seeds of creation. Then I really listened to that Soul Body Fusion again and I heard the 

same words: "seeds of creation". So my thoughts were that if the seeds of creation received this 

frequency that we're in during the Soul Body Fusion, then when they were burst, they've never held that 

frequency before. So would this assist in the evolutionary path that we're on? Or at a faster rate? Or… 

I'm not sure, maybe you can expand on this? 

 

MARK: We'll answer for Jonette because it is a MARK question. The seeds of creation you might have 

met, this is an analogy that is limited, but you might imagine the seeds of creation are not yet seeds. 

They are the sperm and the eggs that are separate. They have all the creation in them, but they haven't 

been united into that which will spawn life. So when you go to these high places of your soul in Soul 

Body Fusion, it's as if you put energy intention into the sperm and eggs of creation that are the seeds, 

but they haven't become the egg yet. Then what is impulsed, is touched by the frequencies, then spark 

the seeding or the fertility of these into new realities. The frequencies that you all hold from, there's so 
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many words for the void, for this vast space that you go to of uncreated, are bringing these pulses of 

frequencies that inspire or impregnate or create from the seeds, the spark of life. So, all of this work, 

whether it's Soul Body Fusion or the MARK work, all of it is bringing frequencies to spark life in seeds 

that have not yet flowered on Earth before. Did that answer your question or make it more complex? 

 

Lynda: No, I think that answered the question, because I was thinking if those seeds, or as you were 

saying are holding a higher vibration that when they are burst, then it may sort of touch more people or 

allow them to open up quicker or I'm not quite sure.  

 

MARK: Yes, the sparks that you are sending out will spark the seeds of creation that are dormant in 

humanity, in the unborn. Jonette's commitment and why White Eagle showed up and why we 

showed up, is the evolution of humanity into what it can be. It has devolved very far in the wrong 

direction and its salvation is possible and it is in your hands. And it has and is turning around. So your 

light flashes, impulses, instigate those seeds in others, and those deeper seeds in you. Thank you.  

 

We're just seeing a cartoon character of some superhero that throws thunderbolts. It's almost as if you 

each in your meditations are throwing Thunderbolts to open up vast areas of consciousness, of 

creation, of good, of love, of endless adjectives. Thank you. 

 

Marika: It's just a thought that was a bit swindling for me. If we awaken now, a big group of people on 

the planet, are we then seeing new societies forms of signing up, because I think Spirit also will follow 

with the material. We will see new types of societies, new types of political government, ways of living? 

 

MARK: Ultimately you will, and you will see it in pockets. But you will also see the very strong reaction 

of the old political systems and the old ways things are. As you know, when something is threatened in 

any political or economic way, it fights harder. You are seeing both the beautiful impulses of different 

ways of caring, of different ways of coming together, of different ways of moving out of the past 

programs. And it's not all going to be smooth, but it's going to be hopeful, and through the darkness, 

that the hopefulness of what you see and feel in your heart will keep that going and going and going 

until the sun comes up and brightens everyone. 

 

Marika: Also the material way, how constructing cities, how dwellings and all these will also be 

affected? 

 

MARK: All things will change because humanity will move, in the big picture, out of survival mode into 

almost this utopian spiritual way of being that the Inner Earth beings already live. So there are societies 

not known to you that already function in these ways. 

 

Marika: I hope to live to see this.  

 

MARK: We hope so too, but all of you are the cause of this. You have come now to cause it. Thank 

you. 
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Sonja: Once again, I was basically sleeping through the meditation but now when I woke up, I feel 

completely transformed. And I feel incredible good. So my question is, how can I keep this high energy 

when I go back out now in the world, back to work, where people are still in lower energies, when there 

is fear, anger and so on? Is there a way I can keep my energies high? 

 

MARK: That's a very good question. Let's just say, your energies will always be in this space. This 

space may be clouded over by going to work and being in negativity. We would invite all of you to 

find perhaps a picture if you’re visual, that is a shortcut to these spaces. Maybe you picture a 

golden heart and you move yourself into your golden heart space and it expands and it takes you 30 

seconds. Find something that works for you and always takes you higher, always takes you out of the 

friction. Let it be short and, whatever it is for you, a visualization, a word, a song, a breath, a way of 

breathing for a couple of minutes - let that be your reminder. The space hasn't left you, but you've left 

the space. Anything that reminds you that you haven't left the space is helpful. And thank you for saying 

that you slept but you feel the change. Being awake is optional in this, because you set an intention to 

be in these meditations, to be in these MARK classes. You get it whether or not you are in the class, or 

whether or not you're asleep, because your intention is stronger than your concentration. 

 

Sonja: Thank you very much. 

 

Martine: Thank you for allowing this question. I was just wondering how we can then make the truth of 

these frequencies of clearing the slate of opening up to the highest flow of releasing. How can I make 

these frequencies, the truth of these frequencies, real in my life, in the life of others? For example, is 

there any specific bodywork or somatic experiencing that would allow the traumatic imprints, the 

damage to the nervous system, the havoc of other timelines, to become undone? Or do these 

frequencies have it within them to wash away all of these things? Because you talked in the MARK 

Intensive about the hidden dysfunction and my ears just perked, because that kind of applies to myself. 

So is there anything else we can do, body work or anything else, to get to that perfected physical state? 

 

MARK: Alright, so let us go back to what we just said. Find some quick visualization - for example a 

golden heart - that always lifts you above the trauma of the moment or the confusion, and get used to 

that as your as your UP button in the elevator. Then there is no one way. When you've pushed the UP 

button and you're in that space, all of a sudden a friend will call and say, "Ah, I have this healer who's in 

town and she's got some openings". Once you're in that space, open to what happens, but not from a 

needy way, or "I know the only way", but from "I'm open to the universe", and maybe the universe just 

gives you a day off to sit in the sun. So there's no one therapy or healing, but once you push the button 

by however you get into that heart space, then the universe will give you this flow, that flow. And not 

just flowing in - what's also important is an outflow, an outflow of this trash or an outflow of this way of 

thinking. So, that accelerator or ascender begins to open you to in and out flows that are healing 

and in resonance with the ascension that you're looking for. That was a good question.  

   

Let us just say overall, although we named this class “Healing”, most of what we did was not predicated 

upon what was wrong but moving you into a whole other world. Sometimes the more you fight what has 

been in your life, the more it makes it real, in anything. Thank you.  
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Daphne: We are right in the middle of two eclipses on All Hallows Eve, so a very special day. Can you 

say something MARK about this period between the eclipses and this special day? 

 

MARK: Yes. You're in a period of, we'll say, much darkness showing itself. The All Saints Day, All 

Souls Day is about really honoring the dead, but more, it is the spiritual hygiene of clearing 

away, honoring the dead to clear away their impact upon consciousness now. It is to clear these 

soul areas. Both eclipses are about the shadows being shown, the shadows being cast and then shown 

as being shadows. So you can expect in this time of eclipses, rockiness. Things you've thought in a 

personal level, things you've thought you've handled, coming up to smack you in the face. And 

whatever are your hot buttons - whether it's anger or feeling insecure - they'll probably get pushed in 

the next couple of weeks, so that you can see more deeply where you haven't been light, and where 

you've forgotten the light and gone back into the survival patterns. So this is a rocky time, and it's going 

to herald a continuing rocky time. But as the ice melts away, there is a flow, and you all are holders of 

the flow. You are explorers of that which hasn't been, so don't take the rockiness seriously. It is all a 

disruption and various levels of disruption while the old ice cracks away. It's a very good time to look at 

your personal triggers, your personal fears, and take each of them to those higher levels that you know 

from your spiritual work. It's a beautiful time to consciously choose differently for you and for the world.  

 

Thank you for asking the questions. This is a time of growing alignment. Especially with the feminine, 

the energies of love, the energies of nurture, the energies of family. Thank you.  

 

Bente: I just want to mention the metaphor you or MARK said earlier which to me is so comforting. You 

have said, "You're all on the bus, going from A to B. Some are asleep and some hanging out the 

window, but we are all getting to B". I think it's wonderful. It was because someone said she was 

sleeping and she usually doesn't and you said it doesn't matter. Thank you. So to remind everybody, 

we will all get there the same. 

 

Jonette: I'll answer that as Jonette. Thank you. You know that metaphor Bente, it was MARK who gave 

it to us like 20 years ago. That has helped me so many times as well. You know, our intention got us on 

the bus. Whether we see anything at all is just fun because we like to see, but if we sleep, we're there 

anyway, so thank you all.  

   

Alright, let's see what MARK wants to conclude this eight week class with. Jeff, can you spotlight me?  

 

MARK: CELEBRATION OF CREATION 

MARK: Welcome back, this is MARK. 

 

We will use the analogy that just came to Jonette with regard to being in the spotlight. If you imagine 

those very strong spotlights that are used at car dealerships to let people know they're there, imagine 

each of you are these high intensity spotlights moving all throughout the cities. Of course, those 

spotlights illuminate darkness and illuminate things that you'd rather not see, but more and more of the 

spotlights are turning on and they're connecting with each other as the lights dance across the night 

skies. You truly are spotlights, waking up other spotlights and giving permission for those to say, "Ah, I 
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don't have to stay asleep in the darkness, but I can turn myself on through my own journey and be a 

spotlight for others." 

 

We would like this last journey to be one of celebration. We often take you higher to realms where you 

cannot see beings, where you cannot see the guides, the angels, that help you, support you, because 

we take you above those realms. But now we'd like to take you to the place where you can see the 

Masters, the Angels, the Beings, the Holy Great Ones, who celebrate you - and where you can feel 

celebrated, seen in your quiet spiritual work, supported. So let us all go to what might be a Halloween 

masquerade party.  

 

Bring your greatest imagination and allow yourself to see beings that might look to you as costumes, 

but these beings are showing themselves for who they are. They are removing the masks. So you can 

see tens of thousands and millions of faces of love that celebrate you. 

 

Be celebrated. 

 

You're in a space here where you can actually feel like you are receiving. Some of these beings might 

give you gifts, might give you advice. Mostly they give you love and friendship and a chance to 

reconnect. So use your wildest imagination and enjoy this higher dimensional, multidimensional party. 

 

Allow yourself to feel seen, to have fun. 

 

Let your heart get bigger and bigger and bigger to feel how loved you are and how seen you are in the 

cosmos, how supported you are. And maybe some of your ancestors are here at this great Halloween 

party, thanking you for who you are becoming. 

 

Feel magic. Anything you want, it's there. You wonder about some beings, some masters, some star 

beings, and they're there. 

 

These beings, they celebrate you, but together with you, you are architects of a new world. So 

let them show you some of the pictures, the ideas, the plans, that all of you are creating in the higher 

dimensions for humanity, for Mother Earth, for star travel.  

 

Ask for pictures, glimpses, feelings, of what you are creating - governments that work, the planet 

healthy and balanced. Anything at all. 

 

Can you feel the celebration, the fun, that creation is much better when it flows from celebration? 

 

Bring your loved ones here. 

 

Bring people who are ready to see this from villages and cities all over the planet. Invite them here to 

join this celebration of creation. 

 

See the visionaries celebrating here. 
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Bring the young ones so they can feel supported. 

 

Feel the animals, feel the Inner Earth beings here. 

 

See how vast your influences? How loved and connected you are? 

 

And remember dear ones, that the greatest healing and the greatest creation is born from happiness. 

 

So, choose happiness irrespective of its cause. We thank you Phenoms, we thank you. This is MARK. 

 

 

Jonette: It was so nice to remember that celebration is really the energy of all this, that we should 

probably always start with celebration, not end with it. So we ended Healing Mind with celebration, but 

we'll start Healing Body with celebration.  

 

Remember to check the Facebook group page for the Facebook Live that's on Wednesday, at this 

same time that we started. Next Tuesday is the Trilogy and we will meet on the 14th back with MARK. I 

really welcome you and thank you, especially the new people who started. Some of us have been 

around for so long, and we welcome and hold the space for all you who are finding it and it just means 

a lot. Thank you.  

 

Mo: If you "Like" our Facebook page, then you'll be able to see it, you can always find the link on the 

top of our website, and on our emails on the bottom. If you "Like" the page, you will be able to see the 

event which is made for each of the Facebook Live events. And if you “like” those, then you will be 

reminded and informed of when it's happening. I also have some more details on what Jonette is going 

to talk about. And one more thing, I would love to have some comments. You can email me at 

info@Jonettecrowley.com or put a something in the chat here, either publicly or privately about what 

you experienced in this class. Jonette's not so good at describing what happens in these classes in 

order to basically have something to say for the next class. When I listen to you, I hear some amazing 

stories and comments, and I would just love to have some of those. It's something we can use to 

explain to other people what happens in these classes and how people individually get different results. 

Maybe what you're looking for in the next class, like one or two sentences. It doesn't have to be much, 

but I think sometimes what happens in class never really gets outside of this group. You can make it 

anonymous. It doesn't matter if it's not anonymous, we would just use your first name and your location, 

but we don't have to do that if you don't want to. I would appreciate it. 

 

Jonette: I've got the write up in front of me for what we're going to do on Wednesday, and Wednesday 

is All Souls Day. This is the Facebook Live update. The title is "Karma is Cut Away". I wrote that on this 

All Souls Day we experience a major clearing from our ancestors. Then the lunar eclipse on the 8th 

invites us even deeper into the shadows of our subconscious patterns. I'm seeing strong feminine 

frequency of light arising now that is awakening our pineal gland. This then activates a flow of truth and 

power that cascades through humanity with sharp compassion. Karma is Cut Away. We have a quote 

that MARK gave us in the MARK intensive that I loved. He goes, "The leaves fall, not because they 
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are broken, but because it is time". So that'll be Wednesday. We'll see you all next Tuesday at the 

trilogy and the next Monday class.  

 

Lorna: Do you have details about Bali because you announced it on the first trilogy. I haven't heard 

anything and I can't wait to sign up. 

 

Jonette: Thank you, I do have an itinerary. I think on my website under spiritual tours, there's a "I'm 

interested in spiritual tours". I'm going back and forth on the itinerary; I just don't have the price. What I 

know is it starts on May 15, and it's 11 days. I don't have my brochure right in front of me but as soon 

as I get it corrected, I'll put the itinerary up on the website. I don't have the prices yet because we're still 

trying to figure out what buses cost and guides up the volcano and all this, but you can sign up and say 

“Yes, I'm interested in the trip”. It's May 15, and those of you who signed up three years ago, although it 

was cancelled because of COVID, your $800 deposit will go towards this, so you're all set. I'll get an 

email out to all of you who had paid for last time so you know what's happening. Yes, it'll be awesome. 

I'm taking a maximum of 28 people - that's a good size. Not too big but big enough that you get lots of 

different experiences with people.  

 

All right. Well you guys, thank you, Jeff, Mo, Breanna, all of you. Thanks and we'll see you later this 

week, but it's on Facebook so I won't actually see you. So love and see you soon. Keep that celebration 

going!  

 

 

 


